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Problem 1 Minmax pair [10℄ The input is a set S of n integers x1; � � � ; xn wheren is even. Design an algorithm to partition the input into n=2 pairs suh that thefollowing is true. For eah pair (xi; xj), we ompute the sum xi + xj. Denote thesesums by s1; s2; � � � ; sn=2. Your algorithm should �nd a partition that minimizes themaximum sum. Give a brief argument to justify why your algorithm is orret andstate its running time.

Problem 2 Spanning trees vs Shortest paths [10℄ Haker Kalle has been assignedsome tasks by his boss. In eah of the following two ases, say whether he is orret ornot. If orret, sketh a proof for him highlighting the key points. If inorret, give aonrete ounter-example to onvine him.(a) Given is a map of ities represented by an undireted graph G = (V;E) withdistanes between ities given by weights we; e 2 E. Kalle is required to �nd theshortest distane (as per the weights we; e 2 E) between two given ities u andv. Kalle proeeeds as follows: he omputes a minimum ost spanning tree T ofG and then omputes the weight of the unique path between u and v in T
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(b) Kalle now wants to ompute a minimum spanning tree of G. For this he appliesDijkstra's algorithm for shortest paths (regarding eah undireted edge of G astwo direted edges oppositely oriented). He makes the observation that Dijkstra'salgorithm omputes a direted tree rooted at the soure. Let T be this tree andnow erase the orientations of the edges. Kalle laims the result is a minimum ostspanning tree of the original undireted graph G.

Problem 3 Investment [10℄ You are a rih venture apitalist and have SEK Nmillion to invest in any of m start-ups. Assume that N is an integer and that allinvestments are in units of a million SEK. Your hief �nanial oÆer has prepared atable invReturn of expeted returns on your investments: invReturn[d,j℄ gives theexpeted return from an investment of SEK dmillion in start-up j (you may assume thatthe olumns of invReturn are non-dereasing i.e. investing more money in any of thestart-ups won't derease your return). You want to �nd a strategy of investment thatmaximizes your total return. Fill in the following outline of a dynami programmingsolution to the problem.(a) State the optimal substruture property in this example.
(b) Let R(d; i) denote the maximum return possible with a total of SEK d investedin start-ups 1 � � � i (for 0 � d � N and 1 � i � m. Write a reurrene for R(d; i).Give the base ase as well as the reurrene.
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() Based on the reurrene in (b), give an algorithm to �nd the maximum possiblereturn. Give the time and spae omplexity of your algorithm.

(d) Show how to modify your algorithm to also output the optimal investment plani.e. how muh to invest in eah start-up. Give the time and spae omplexity ofthe modi�ed algorithm.

(e) Does your algorithm work if we do not assume that the olumns of invReturn arenon-dereasing i.e. if investing more in some start-up ould redue the return?
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Problem 4 Signi�ant inversions [10℄ The input is an array A[1 : : : n℄ of omparableelements. A pair (i; j) is alled a signi�ant inversion if i < j but ai > 2aj . Give aneÆient Divide-and-Conquer algorithm to ount the number of signi�ant inversions ina given array. You should state the algorithm learly, say in pseudoode giving the di-vide step and the onquer step. Analyse the running time of your algorithm by writinga reurrene for it.

Problem 5 Improving Prim? [10℄ Reall that Prim's algorithm using the binaryheap data struture to implement the interfae onsisting of the extratMin() anddereaseKey() methods runs in time O(jEj log jV j) on an input graph G = (V;E).Using the Fibonai Heap data struture, this an be improved to O(jEj+ jV j log jV j).(You don't need to know the Fibonai Heap data struture for this problem!) Showthat this running time is optimal i.e. any implemenattion of Prim's algorithm musttake time 
(jEj+ jV j log jV j).
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Problem 6 Cyberommunities [10℄ An interesting problem in internet algorithmisis to �nd a olletion of densely onneted web sites i.e. set of web sites whih have alot of hyperlinks between eah other. Suh olletions are alled yberommunities - forexample, the set of sites disussing Harry Potter �lms is one suh yberommnunity.In graph theory terms, the onept is aptured by the notion of a lique: a lique is anundireted graph G = (V;E) is a subset U � V suh that for any two verties u; v 2 U ,(u; v) 2 E. Consider the optimization problem of �nding the size of the largest liquein a given graph.(a) Formulate a deision problem orresponding to whether or not a graph has alique of a ertain size. Show that the deision problem and the optimizationproblem are polynomial-time equivalent i.e. if one an be solved in polynomialtime, so an the other.

(b) Show that the deision problem is in NP .

() Show that the deision problem is NP-omplete by giving a redution from theIndependent Set problem (whih is know to be NP-omplete).
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